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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition No 0195/2021 by Wanda Nowicka (Polish) on the environmental 
impact of the planned dry retention reservoir in Gliwice (Poland)

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner protests against the project of building a dry retention reservoir on Potok 
Wójtowianka in Gliwice which will have a negative impact on the natural environment and 
ecosystem. The petitioner explains that Gliwice is particularly polluted compared to other 
parts of Poland, therefore care for the natural environment should be a priority of the policy of 
the city authorities. The project involves the creation of a gigantic dry retention reservoir in 
the immediate vicinity of housing estates, in Wilcze Doły - a green area constituting the 
numerous and diverse specimens of fauna and flora (including birds protected by the Birds 
Directive). Implementation of the project requires, among others cutting 662 trees and 
removing bushes from the area of 1.094 m², moving and channelling a fragment of the river 
bed, significant, negative interference in the local hydrogeological structure and removal of 
over half a million tons of soil. The project will be financed by Operational Program 
Infrastructure and Environment under Cohesion Fund - perspective 2014-2020. The petitioner 
calls for analysing and supporting the proposed changes by the inhabitants to the above-
mentioned investment as well as for including the concerned communities in the design 
process based on reliable information and dialogue.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 4 June 2021. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
227(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 30 September 2021

The petition
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The petitioner claims that irregularities occurred during the issuing of the environmental 
decision for the project concerning the construction of the dry retention reservoir on Potok 
Wójtowianka in Gliwice. In her opinion, the environmental decision was issued based on 
unreliable data without taking into account valuable natural areas and incorrect parameters of 
the dry retention reservoir.

The project will be financed by Operational Program Infrastructure and Environment under 
Cohesion Fund - perspective 2014-2020. The petitioner calls for analysing and supporting the 
proposed changes by the inhabitants to the abovementioned investment as well as for 
including the concerned communities in the design process based on reliable information and 
dialogue.

The Commission's observations

The Commission is well aware of the issue. The petitioner has already contacted the 
Commission services in February 2021, addressing concerns similar to those contained in the 
petition. The Commission services replied to the petitioner asking for additional information 
and supporting documents. On 15 March 2021, the Commission received additional 
information and is currently analysing the documents provided.

The Commission does not have any powers in deciding about particular investments to be 
undertaken, as this falls within the responsibility of the Member States. However, investments 
carried out by Member States have to comply with the relevant EU Directives, e.g. Directive 
2011/92/EU on the assessment of the effects of certain public and private projects on the 
environment (EIA Directive)1. The construction of flood defence reservoirs could fall either 
under Annex I (point 13) requiring an environmental impact assessment or under Annex II 
(point 10(f)) requiring a screening. According to the provided documents, it seems that 
competent environmental authority (Regional Directorate of Environmental Protection in 
Katowice) issued the screening decision for this project and no one appealed against this 
decision.

On a more general note, the Commission would like to point out that it has already taken 
appropriate action, in particular through the infringement case on access to justice in relation 
to the Environmental Impact Assessment Directive (case 2016/2046).

In its reasoned opinion dated 7 March 20192, which was delivered under Article 258 Treaty 
on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), the Commission concluded that in case of 
eight special acts (including the Act of 8 July 2010 on special conditions for preparing and 
implementing flood protection projects3) Poland has failed to fulfil its obligations under the 
EIA Directive as regards access to justice.

In response to the Reasoned Opinion, the Polish authorities committed to rectify the national 
law in order to address the grievances raised by the Commission in the infringement 

1 Directive 2011/92/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 on the assessment 
of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment Text with EEA relevance, OJ L 26, 
28.1.2012, p. 1–21. EUR-Lex - 32011L0092 - EN - EUR-Lex (europa.eu)
2 C(2019)1273 final.
3 Journal of Laws 2018, 433.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32011L0092&qid=1633015099978
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procedure.

The new Polish EIA law was adopted on 30 March 2021 and entered into force on 13 May 
2021. It gives non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and interested parties additional 
possibilities to appeal against projects, including to request suspension of execution of an 
environmental decision during administrative appeal and to ask for interim measures for the 
environmental decision and construction permit during judicial review.

Irrespectively of the above, the Commission would like to note that with respect to projects 
co-financed with EU funds, they should comply with the EU policy and legislation, in 
particular with the EIA Directive and Habitats Directive4.

Conclusion

Regarding the construction of dry reservoir in Gliwice, the Commission is currently assessing 
additional information provided.

At the same time, the Commission wishes to underline that it has already taken appropriate 
action as regards the general issue of access to justice in Poland.

4. Commission reply (REV), received on 7 November 2022

The petition

The Commission replied to this petition in late 2021. In the reply, the Commission noted that 
it received a complaint on the same issue, which was under analysis, together with supporting 
documents provided by the complainant. The Commission services have now completed the 
analysis and are able to provide the following additional observations. 

The Commission's observations

The Commission does not have any powers in deciding about particular investments to be 
undertaken, as this falls within the responsibility of the Member States. The responsibility for 
the correct transposition and application of EU law also lies primarily with them. However, 
investments carried out by Member States have to comply with the relevant EU Directives, 
e.g. Directive 2011/92/EU5 (EIA Directive) and the relevant case law, including in relation to 
screening decisions and applicable rights of the public concerned. The construction of flood 
defence reservoirs in question could fall either under Annex I (point 13) requiring an 
environmental impact assessment or under Annex II (point 10(f)) requiring a screening. 
According to the provided documents, the competent environmental authority (Regional 
Directorate of Environmental Protection in Katowice) issued a screening decision, which 
determined that no environmental impact assessment is necessary.

The Commission services are currently carrying out a thorough assessment of Polish 
legislation governing decisions on environmental conditions in the event where no need for an 

4 Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and 
flora, OJ L 206, 22.7.1992, p. 7–50.
5 Directive 2011/92/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December 2011 on the assessment 
of the effects of certain public and private projects on the environment, OJ L 26, 28.1.2012, p. 1–21.
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environmental impact assessment was found (so-called ‘negative screening decision’), i.e. 
with regard to ensuring that members of the public concerned can exercise their rights to 
participation and access to justice in environmental matters, as required by the EU law. 

The Commission services will decide on the next steps accordingly, after conclusion of this 
analysis, with the aim to ensure compliance of the Polish law with the EU environmental 
legislation and thus maximise the added value of the Commission’s actions.

On a more general note, the Commission would like to point out that it has already taken 
action with regard to access to justice in environmental matters in Poland, in particular 
through the infringement case on access to justice in relation to Environmental Impact 
Assessment Directive (case 2016/2046).

In its reasoned opinion dated 7 March 20196, which was delivered under Article 258 Treaty 
on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), the Commission concluded that in case of 
eight special acts (including the Act of 8 July 2010 on special conditions for preparing and 
implementing flood protection projects7) Poland has failed to fulfil its obligations under the 
EIA Directive as regards access to justice.

In response to the Reasoned Opinion, the Polish authorities committed to rectify the national 
law in order to address the grievances raised by the Commission in the infringement 
procedure.

The new Polish EIA law8 was adopted on 30 March 2021 and entered into force on 13 May 
2021. It gives non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and interested parties additional 
possibilities to appeal against projects, including to request suspension of execution of an 
environmental decision during administrative appeal and to ask for interim measures for the 
environmental decision and construction permit during judicial review.

Irrespectively of the above, the Commission would like to note that with respect to projects 
co-financed with EU funds, they should comply with the EU policy and legislation, and it is 
the responsibility of respective managing authorities to ensure correct project implementation. 
If the petitioner has evidence of irregularities in implementation of the project or of 
mismanagement of the EU funds, she should contact the responsible Managing Authority (in 
this case the Ministry of Development Funds and Regional Policy9 ) or the European Anti-
Fraud Office (OLAF), in case the irregularities are serious or constitute a fraud.

Conclusion

Regarding the construction of dry reservoir in Gliwice, the Commission notes that decisions 
to carry out investments fall within the responsibility of Member States, and it is their 

6 C(2019)1273 final.
7 Act of 8 July 2010 on special conditions for preparing and implementing flood protection projects, J.L. 2021, 
item 1812.
8 Act of 30 March 2021 on amending the Act on providing information on the environment and its protection, 
public participation in environmental protection and environmental impact assessments and certain other acts, 
J.L. 2021, item 784.
9 See: https://www.pois.gov.pl/strony/zglaszanie-nieprawidlowosci/.
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responsibility to carry these investments out in compliance with EU law, including 
environmental legislation. 

At the same time, the Commission wishes to underline that it has already taken action as 
regards the general issue of access to justice in environmental matters in Poland. The 
Commission services are currently conducting further analysis of Polish law governing 
‘negative screening decisions’ and will decide on the next steps accordingly.


